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Background  
George Lewis, the Mission Director to Rwanda for the U.S. Agency for International             
Development (USAID), has been faced with a major change in the programming budget             
increasing from $6.4 million to $120 million. This increase is intended to meet the need of the                 
approaching migration of refugees from Zaire and Tanzania back to Rwanda. Lewis is             
responsible for the development, planning, and implementation of both development aid and            
humanitarian aid.  
 
The Challenge  
Major concerns surrounding USAID programming in Rwanda include the gaps created between            
development aid, humanitarian aid, the need to establish long-term stability while integrating            
emergency relief, and long-term recovery. The Government of Rwanda (GOR) has subsequently            
perceived the monetary assistance as a response to the GOR’s “inability to assist their own               
people in this refugee movement”. There were also challenges with the aid initiatives not being               
considered inclusive of issues involving “equity, education, exclusion, and humiliation”.  
 
Strategies Addressing the Challenges  
Western humanitarian projects in developing countries can unintentionally impose beliefs on           
these projects by not incorporating the local context. Rwanda has deeply-rooted cultural tensions             
between Hutu and Tutsi groups, a complex history, and an evolving refugee situation. In the               
establishment of effective USAID priorities and actions, these items should not be established             
before gaining the collaboration and support of the Government of Rwanda and at least some of                
the 102 local NGO’s on developing a sustainable strategic plan that is realistic for this local                
context. George Lewis should take a bottom-up approach by starting with the aid implementers              
on the ground to develop a realistic and inclusive strategy that can be applied to Rwanda’s                
particular situation. This is a large scale initiative that will require serious strategic planning,              
formulation, and implementation. USAID should take the first month or so to collaborate with              
the local stakeholders, including their perspective of the values and vision of the direction of the                
country and then examine how the aid can be used to best fit into a ‘mutual vision’.  
 
Conclusion  
USAID, George Lewis, the Government of Rwanda, and the local Rwanda NGOs’ are likely              
unable to solve the refugee crisis single handily. In order for the aid to be used most effectively                  
and strategically, there needs to be the establishment of aligning values, mission, and consent              
from USAID, GOR, and NGOs’ in Rwanda to coordinate an inclusive and substantive strategy.  
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